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SUN TEA
en I was the mother of small
children, every summer
morning I made sun tea in a
gallon jar filled nearly to the brim with clear
well water and set it near the porch, so as to
sketch the season in my memory and not let
pass without a grateful thought those long,
warm days and small, bare feet—reason
enough, even without the alchemy of
linking the deep river with the open sky and
drinking it with lemon; and being put in
mind of how things happen in their time,
and not before it or beyond. Reason
enough and more, as it ought to be; for I
am much more fond of children
than of tea. 

Wh
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APPLE
ALCHEMY

(and here’s the bonus)—I don’t have to know an
apple’s good for me to reap the benefits of eating it,
nor need I study carbohydrates to be nourished by
it. I could take an apple, grind or chop it, slap a
smidgen of it on my skin, apply some to my liver,
stick a morsel in my ear—oh, dear! It’s daunting, isn’t
it, imagining how it would be if human bodies didn’t
automatically digest an apple or a chicken breast, an
egg, a fish, a slice of cheese, a lettuce leaf, a dish of
watercress, et cetera. Now THAT’s a miracle, the
practical complexity of changing apples into
energy... and likewise, more expedient a form of
alchemy to get immediate vitality from Mom’s
amazing raisin-oat granola than to try (with, need I
say, predictable futility) to change a lot of straw into
a bit of gold—which, yea and verily, establishes this
axiom: Life literally is a bowl of cherries, isn’t it? 

He

re’s this morning’s miracle: I ate an
apple. Yum. A Granny Smith—
delicious! There are some who don’t
appreciate the tartness of a Granny Smith, but I’m not
one of them. I love this apple’s hard, smooth, natural
perfection, and the squirt of juice you get when first
you take a bite and break the skin of it.
That’s only the
beginning — just the first part of the miracle: The fuel
we human beings need so we can sleep and wake
and breathe creates a chain of wonderful sensations
from the gazing to the craving to the tasting to the
way it silences the rumble as it satisfies the hunger in
my empty stomach. God must really love us, or we
might have been constructed differently, requiring
gritty, slimy, rancid, absolutely sickening, or otherwise
unappetizing stuff like mud and sticks and thorns and
lizards’ eyes to stay alive. Then eating would be like a
punishment for some unspecified iniquity and
everybody would need therapy perpetually, or so it
seems to me.
But happily, what’s most
salubrious is usually (not always, though, as you
would know if you’d been served Aunt Shirley’s
Curried Beets Alfredo) luscious and appealing, plus
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BARENAKED
LOVE

Ha

ve you ever been just skipping, skipping
down a dusty path beside a river that is
very busy making merry water-drops,
and there you are, without a loftier intention than to
feel your blood pump faster through your toes, but
even THAT you wouldn’t have a thought about
because you hadn’t got as far as making a decision to
intend a single thing, that’s just the kind of disengaged
and free and sans souci you were just then, for nothing
pulled at you this mellow afternoon except to go on
ambulating as you had been...? Well. In retrospect,
you see that without meaning to you’d found the
perfect way to BE that day, for it was warm enough for
hatlessness and bright enough for cheerfulness and
quiet but for mossy pebbles teasing water-drops at
play, just that, without the bother of anticipating
thunderstorms or sleet or floods or twenty feet of
snow. The water-drops in fact were like you,
effortlessly glittering, amused and finding everything
enchanting, nothing judging, satisfaction popping in
and out but mostly sticking, and obscurely you’re
reminded of how Miles Davis played the trumpet, just
as ready as the audience to be surprised at what the
instrument produced with his assistance, in the way of
pitch and timbre and intensity.

Kate Greenaway

Kate Greenaway
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ASTONISHMENT
beautiful, amazing, and resistant to description? So
before you name it (if you say it now, your listeners’
minds will close around an image formed in haste
and inerasable), you tell them what it
looked like:
A parade of all the colors in a mother’s heart when
first she gazes on the wonder that she just gave birth
to... only brighter, warmer, with such opulent
abundance in its light it couldn’t keep
itself contained...
OR...
The sum of all the energy, the vastness of it spread
like native grass across the plains, from when a child
decides she wants to plant a seed until the flowers
bloom and then with scissors (carried safely, as her
papa taught her) clips a couple dozen stems and
wraps them in wet newsprint,
takes them to the backporch door and
opens it, but
(clumsy with
anticipation)
lets the rusted
spring, which
shouldn’t even
work it’s that
old, yank the
wooden door
back shut (which,

Honor C. Appleton

Oh, lordy. Do you know what happened then? It’s
something that would NEVER have if you had
planned it; such phenomena cannot be MEANT
because you’re not aware that they exist. It’s one of
THE ASTONISHMENTS, and only afterward can you
identify or give a name to it, because when you are
in the midst of it your brain is incapacitated by your
rapture and your reverence, and you suspect it might
be sacrilege to sully it with labels made of ordinary
consonants and common vowels, and the skritch
your voice delivers trying to articulate it verges on
profanity. But as a poet, what have you to do except
find language or invent your own for what is holy,
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making such a clattering she laughs and hopes it
didn’t wake the baby)... all that energy so far, is
everybody keeping up? ... plus when the planning
and the effort and the waiting and anticipation
culminate in presentation of the mix of reds and pinks
and greens and purples in their many shapes, some
daisylike, some curly-petaled, some like velvetcovered nests and others tiny yellow buttons, to her
mother, as she watched her face so as to know if she
were just pretending to be pleased, but from the
deep pool of the heart came happy tears, which if
somehow one could collect and bottle them would
cure ill will throughout the world... so add the
energy from Mother’s overflowing of emotion, and
the child’s, to all the rest... that’s what I saw that
skipping-by-the-river afternoon, those colors and
that energy erupting from I couldn‘t tell you where
but I will say the name I dared to give to it:
BARENAKED LOVE... authentic love,
undecorated, unadorned, unplanned... a true and
honest love that is enough no matter what it does or
doesn’t do... a show, aurora borealis–obvious, of
love that makes you realize that what on Monday
you believed you knew of love is like a snowflake
landing on your mitten and you say about it, “This is
snow,” and then you go to bed, and when you
wake, voila, it’s Tuesday’s blizzard. Oh.

AH, LIBERTY
That splendid energy is what you saw and wondered
if perhaps it might have ruined you for anything
more subtle, ordinary, commonplace, but that is not
the case; in fact, do you know what? Behind that
spear or flash or momentary drenching, when the
love seemed all there was, you knew at once the
drab and plain were necessary for the brilliance to
appear, like clear skies at a festival when the balloons
go up. How else could it have been precisely what it
ought to be, and permanently etched in your
awareness... have set aright what threatened peace,
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and steadied everything except what
absolutely HAD (though not
without a sting) to be released?
Now understand, it sticks there in
your memory, and the effect is
not to make the unremarkable
less prepossessing than it started
out. Because, you see, there’s
love on every street in every
town, you just don’t often notice
it when colorlessly gowned and not
barenaked. In galoshes and a raincoat,
love blends pleasantly, as Mrs. Piggle Wiggle
might if she were one of dozens on a bus, though if
you paid attention you’d see liveliness and magic
snapping in the bright eyes. What love does is fill you
up with inspiration so you want to add a splash of it
to anything that isn’t dancing, shimmering, or
spiced... not discontented with the way things are,
you simply have too much by far to hold, and it is
frisky, eager to be in the throng, and bold; it strains
and scrambles to be free, like twenty or a hundred
frogs you’ve got in pockets, cuffs, tucked in your
shirt, beneath your hat, stuck to your brow, and
never have you wanted a companion
more than now.

LOVE LAUGHS OUT
LOUD
So what you do is skip a little
farther on the river path until,
oh, marvelous and happy day!
There’s Christopher! You ask
him, did he see it too,
barenaked love? He did, and he
is awfully glad you named it just
exactly that, for he’s a bit more
reticent than you. And then you take
his hand, and pretty soon you’re skipping,
tripping over frogs but keeping perfect time, the two
of you, and laughing ’til you fear you’ll (pee your
pants), of which the thought brings on another tidal
wave of laughter—which, you are delighted to
discover, is a rocket launcher, flinging you into the
fairyland you thought was strictly fictional, where
laughter is not only mandatory but beyond a doubt
the sweetest, most appealing, bright and blissful, silly,
spilling-over lovely, make-you-crazy thing to do for
fun with someone who, like you, has seen
barenaked love appear out of the blue completely
unexpectedly that very serendipitous, astounding
afternoon. 
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I SPOT a sunny window
and I feel like it’s my birthday. Every home must have
some sunlight, thus to ward off melancholy. Dark
moods brighten in the company of pots of jaunty
herbs along the narrow boundary between inside
and out. To bridge the separation, hang a pothos
overhead and dust the leaves with regularity. Be sure
to note the time of day when first the bravest rays
begin to brush the foliage, much the way a mother
strokes her baby’s face... and let the moment be a
regular appointment so you don’t forget to stop and
sit and watch habitually, in awe of what you’re
witnessing, the sacred intimacy of it.
TRY NOT to think too
much about the photosynthesis that’s going on. It
fascinates, but this is an exchange of love between the
earth and sky you look upon, and the display is
brief... a micro-dawn, a silent prayer that can be only
now observed. One cannot help but worship then
the Power that upon the first encounter stirred a need
to place green, growing things upon a kind of altar.
One might be alone, but here, by grace and
alchemy, is home. 

ALTARS
I were going to live here—and to all
appearances, I was, the heap of luggage at my
feet attesting to the fact—then there would
need to be a very lot of plants, I thought, beginning
with a few lush, hardy pothoses, ideal for instant
ambience and simple propagation—cuttings in a jar of
water, nothing to it. Pothos thrives that way,
requiring hardly any light and not a bit of fuss. I set
them side by side or cluster them in corners. Right
away they are the best of friends. You see it in the
sweet (and shy at the beginning) twining of their
stems. They show up best in bunches. Shiny leaves and
sturdy, twisty vines attract the eye and give a dusky,
timid space vitality. Thus, with this simple show of
domesticity, I stake a claim: This is my place.

If
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iamb (n.): a metrical foot consisting of one short (or
unstressed) syllable followed by one long (or stressed)
syllable.

nonprescription drugs in plastic bubbles—
then perhaps I satisfy my mission,
my raison d’être, and my strategy for staying
out of trouble, as a poetry creator and purveyor,
pointing out, with artistry not yet achieved
by chance by chimpanzees by banging frantically
on Smith-Corona typewriting machines,
that truth is poetry and poems are so many
mangoes hanging from not quite so many
mango trees.
I have to write, it seems. It is my contribution,
my amusement, and my destiny, which God and I
agreed upon prenatally and not a word exchanged
about utility. With inactivity the brain begins
to hum Stravinsky or Saint-Saëns off-key
and thumbs do calisthenics so as not to stiffen up
mid-simile. And thus I keep on doing as I ought,
conjecturing delightedly, Has anybody ever had
that thought? Why not? So what? 

MARY HAD ANOTHER
LITTLE IAMB

Do

the English-speaking
population of the planet and
descendants of the guys who
colonized the archipelago of Curious, the Cat Star—
couched among the first and least-dense embers
cooled, the early incubators of fertility, where
growing things analogous to trees still thrive in
colors never seen on Molokai—require another
metaphor of mine, a fresh pathetic fallacy,
with sonnets scattered here and there
for garnish? Are my anapests and little iambs,
rhymed or un-, necessities in galaxies
where volumes equaling in heft the OED
are written, polished, proofed, and posted
hourly?
If something harmless is to be produced,
however, on my watch—and all the world
has been assured I don’t darn socks, do auto-glass
replacement, oversee production crews
for artificial kneecaps, or approve (nor do I vilify)
financial backing for an enterprise
that has invented still another way to package
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Eulalie Minfred Banks

TIMID MOUSE,
INTREPID MOUSE

Li

ttle Mouse, come out for just a moment, won’t you,
please, and keep me company beside your little
house? It’s lovely in the chilly dawn. The lawn
(beneath the frost) is apple-green, the planet’s merrily a-spin, the
town is honeysuckle-scented and inhabited by comely women
bearing names like Carolyn and Billie Jean, and there are clever
men called Augustine and Waldo. Have you been around the
world, to Piccadilly or Chicago? Once I went to Colorado.
There, as everywhere, are hints of mystery and promises of
grand adventure. How can you resist?
WHATEVER DO YOU MEAN, YOU ARE AFRAID OF
Lady Rose Marie McQueen née Pittypat, the silly cat who has
the mansion house across the avenue? You heard her say
you’re “on the dinner menu”? Fiddlesticks! Not only is she
indolent, she’s heavy as a hippopotamus and barely capable of
spitting. Lazy, idle, gluttonous, milady makes a show of fussand-bothering but spends her mornings doing positively
nothing in the sun beside a lovely Chippendale, and every bit as
slothful in the afternoon is she, especially if there is rain. No
doubt you’ve seen her by the bedroom window, stretching
nonchalantly on a cabbage-roses counterpane.
LITTLE ONE, UNFURL YOUR CREAMY, STEAM-PRESSED,
finest Irish linen handkerchief, and fly, oh fly away with me to
Trinidad. Enjoy a long, invigorating interlude of turtlewatching or observing the endangered speckled tanager.
What’s that you say? The strange, exotic birds are worrisome? I
do assure you, Mouselet, that the tanager has fruit for supper
and perhaps an insect for dessert, but never, ever ate a rodent.
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Be that as it may, I won’t persuade you—not a whisker will you
venture to extend beyond the door. No matter what I say
you’ll manufacture an excuse to stay inside the tidy prison
you’ve created for yourself, which I’ve been told is doublelocked and triple-bolted, by the by. But be advised that time
will find you, though your niche be oh-so-sly. The clock ticks
on and marks the days, which used to seem so long. Dear
mouse, you can’t regain what’s gone.
LITTLE MOUSE, YOUR HOUSE FEELS SAFE, AND
even so you are afraid, though tucked up in an easy chair
absorbed in bedtime reading at your cozy fireside, forever
hiding from the great wide world. You’ve hardly anything to
eat—a biscuit and some honey and a little cheese gone hard
and dry. I know you peek outside no more than one day out
of seven—only then to ascertain if Titans yet are holding up the
heavens.
WOULD YOU TRUST ME IF I TOLD YOU THIS: THAT
hollyhocks are lifting up the skies and clouds ride on the backs
of butterflies? Is it true or is it not, you ask. I haven’t got the
slightest clue, my timid friend, but if it is, it must be beautiful to
see. Come with me, won’t you, please? We can investigate.
You’ll fret and fume, I know you will, if I go out alone
exploring. I implore you, Mouse, again: Now let us have an
hour’s adventure. Yes, of course I’ll hold fast to your paw.
And yes, I’ve plenty of the hazelnuts you love to munch on.
What? You will? Hurrah!
THEN LET US WAIT NO
longer dear. Be strong! Have
courage, my intrepid friend.
We venture on! 

thought, but was perverse enough to keep her ignorant and
let her squirm a bit. She was remembering, I sensed, the fitness
drills of long ago, when she rebelled and took a stand against
instruction, training, and advice. If we must speak of anything,
said Mrs. Gravitas defiantly, then let it be of mice.

OF MRS. GRAVITAS,
THE CAT

We’

Many years she spent in isolation, Mrs. Gravitas the Cat did,
having neither car nor train to travel in. The radio became her
only friend and, as the weeks stretched into months, she
listened, wrote, and studied, seeming always to encounter
wisdom there and in the ether—what she needed when she
needed it, distilled as if especially for her.

re meant to love ourselves, it seems, said

Mrs. Gravitas the Cat, her glum uncertainty
not very well disguised as apathy. Beyond
her depth, she was anticipating something grim, a grueling
daily regimen of loving-ness and sweat that might set back
the start of breakfast. Mrs. G the C liked nothing less than any
change in her routine (no matter how felicitous), which was:
The Nap; a stretch, a yawn; The Nap; a food-and-hygiene
break, a dainty thwink into my lap; The Nap again—there’s
just the one, you will have guessed, begun while she was in
the womb. Unscheduled interruptions, need I add, were met
with claws unsheathed as she considered various horrific,
bloody, and more-subtle forms of retribution... prematurely,
as the enemy invariably left the field at this strategic pause.
The punishing contempt that Mrs. Gravitas could wield was
chastening. No prisoners were taken.

She found her peace and would have been content, but it
was meant for her to find as well a previously undiscovered
continent. Ah, yes; she is indeed THE Mrs. Gravitas the Cat, the
one you’ve read about, who travels to her secret lair from
deep within The Nap, on psychic waves or something of the
kind, too esoteric to be easily explained.
Should you desire an interview, the chance of that is zero if
you’re not the Dalai Lama, Pope, or Hay House Radio.
(It happens, though, that I’m available.) 

Rarely did she look to me for putting her at ease, though she
was mystified indeed by what it meant to love oneself. If truly
one could go to jail for overgenerosity, she little knew how
safe she was.
One day, the Garboesque indifference she typically
conveyed with great economy of movement wasn’t on
display, nor was the liquid grace we were accustomed to. Her
trademark shrug was studied, artificial, with the merest twitch in
it—anxiety, I recognized. I ought to end her misery, I
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THE ANGELS’
DANCE

Do

not fear the wild wind; what you hear is
the dance of angels as they celebrate in
song your spirit’s native purity. On a
common surge of joy, they whirl from mountaintop to
moon, their wings and feet like whitecaps on the sea,
racing to a windy beach. With playful dignity they execute
an elegant gavotte and follow with a quick bourrée… and
then they’re off to Jupiter, or skimming past a score of
galaxies, wherever leads their whimsy.
In the morning they will dance and sing again — at sunrise,
more subdued than when they vaulted light years on a
single moment’s impetus, through fantasies of rings and
spirals with the ease of feathers tumbling on the night
breeze… but the message, intimately whispered, blithely
sung, or trumpeted on adamantine instruments, is ever yet
the same:

You are why goldenrods arise in glorious
profusion on the plains in summer. You are the
reason for the unexpected hummingbird and for
the meadowlark’s sweet silver chorus. You are
Heaven’s precious child. If your fearful mind
forgets how tender is your refuge and eternal
your protection, let your heart recall our gleeful
moonlit pirouettes and, resting in the certainty
that Life adores you, be at peace. 
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WEST EMMA CREEK

It

was a halcyon day in June
with nothing in particular
to do, so we decided to go to
West Emma Creek
to catch fish
and lie in the sun
and read about mockingbirds
and antelope herds
and constellations.
We decided not to go by limousine
to Houston, or aeroplane to Dublin,
or submarine to Arabia, or flying
carpet all the way across
the world to Marrakech.
We decided to go to
West Emma Creek
to catch fish
and lie in the sun
and read a novel by Jane Austen.
We decided not to go by subway
to the Pentagon
or run into the jungle
or drive into the desert
or fly beyond the sun.
We decided not to be going, going,
going somewhere.

Now we are walking to
West Emma Creek
to catch fish
and lie in the sun
and read about Little Bear
to children. 

Maurice Sendak
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ISN’T THIS A PERFECT
PICNIC?

Jessie Willcox

Smith

I’ve

a bit of money for a
jar of honey at the store.
Do you have a silver dollar?
Let us buy some bread and butter.
Would your mother make a jug of
lemonade, perhaps a pitcher,
maybe two, or lemony
and not-too-sweet iced tea?
I can ask my dad for cookies—
oatmeal, chocolate chip, pecan—
and if we eat a few for breakfast,
don’t forget to make them last
until this afternoon. We’ll have to
cover most of them with napkins
tucked into a wicker basket
for our lovely picnic on the
grassy hill beside the lake.
We shall take a jar of honey,
bread and butter, lemonade,
a pitcher (maybe two) of tea,
some cookies (oatmeal,
chocolate chip, pecan)—
all for our picnic on
the hill this afternoon.

What a perfect day to make a
picnic feast—just you and me and
Goldie the Retriever. Oh! Of course
the twins will wish to go. We’ll all play
hide-and-seek, and then we’ll race
around and ‘round and ‘round the
lake. We’ll kick the can, we’ll throw
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the Frisbee, watch the clouds, and
then we won’t do anything, not
anything at all.
Later we’ll play ball-and-jacks and
other quaint, old-fashioned games,
and have adventures—climb a tree
or two or three, and down again. I
hope it’s warm enough to swim and
run along the beach... and if it rains,
my attic has a bunch of secret passages
and lots and heaps and piles and nooks
of books... or we could cook a pot
of dumpling stew. I know at least
a hundred fascinating, lovely,
yummy indoor things to do.

The twins are sleeping on the blanket,
fluffy bunnies in their arms, their feet
and legs entwined—I am not sure,
not sure a bit, which feet are his,
which legs are hers. Are you?
Franny’s ribbons are untied.
Danny’s chin and cheeks are sticky
from the honey, smeared from
side to side. Dear Sticky-Face, we
love you! Tousle-Head, we love
you, too!
Home for biscuits and a bath,

Look! I see a thunder shower
sweeping up the valley, giving
water to the flowers it
encounters on the way, and just
as quick as it appeared, the rain
is gone, the sky is clear, the sun
is warm, the robin’s song was barely
interrupted—now it’s sweet and
clear again. Just listen, dear:

What-cheer! What-cheer.
What-cheer! What-cheer.
From Uncle Wiggily Adventures, by Howard Garis,
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illustrated by Lang Campbell, 1925

mud and honey down the drain,
clean pajamas, brush our teeth,
read a story, play a game,
pray our prayers and say goodnight,
hugs and kisses by the dozens, fall asleep
and dream sweet dreams of angels,
friends, and families and love and
summer afternoons.
Wasn’t it a perfect picnic?
It was one I shall remember,
certainly, forever, even when
I’m old and gray because
I never take a thing for granted.
Rarely does a minute pass but
that I’m thankful for it. Oh, they say
that when you’re old and gray,
imagine! You forget to play! And
if it’s true, if it is so, then it’s
imagination gone to seed and I
shall never be that way. I wish to
savor every minute with my
family, every second with my
friends, and every chance
encounter with a stranger, so I
pray for many more adventures
dancing in the rain and singing,

Peder Severin Krøyer 1884

Isn’t this a perfect picnic?
Isn’t this a lovely day? 
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CURED

Me,

baring my soul in
bad prose on a
public blog, albeit
one nobody sees. The former me—the
self-absorbed, the girl who never dared
to lean back on the universe, the me
who cared what people thought of her,
as if the Great Unwashed had offered an
opinion, pro or con or can't be
bothered, Lady, get a clue, there ain't
nobody watching you—she doesn't live
here any more... and my, oh my, the
freedom's sweet, it is, divulging to the
world at large, regardless of its
momentary lack of curiosity, a secret; a
discovery; an inspiration; an epiphany; a
bit of intuition; something unexceptional
delivered in a burst of spontaneity; or an
anomaly, like this one: Hey, guys! Listen
up! I had these ugly blemishes that I was
in denial of until an angel visited my
meditation, kissed me, and as quickly
vanished in the shadow of the whisper of
an admonition: Girlfriend? Try not to

scratch those tender little patches on your
skin. Let them remind you to be kinder
to yourself and not to slap your pretty
face again. 
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Inga Moore

TRAVELING LIGHT
at did I learn today, on this day I
prayed my way through, on this road I
don't remember having chosen; on this
road that doesn't lead anywhere so much as
when you 'r e on it, ther e you ar e?
If I'm struck by an asteroid, and if a
chunk of skin and bone goes missing as a
consequence, and if it can't be found, I can
write myself a new one and make it
indestructible and tie a ribbon on it. 

Wh
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BEFORE THE
GROVES AND
GARDENS SLEEP

relating from the corners of the earth by way of
raucous shouting or of sibilance; besides, her beauty is
the kind that shows to best advantage when in
motion, nodding, tossing, spinning with her sisters in
a feral dance that might caress the grass or reach
aspiring to the sky.
At last, if I were she, happily would I draw back as
shadows lengthen, sagging in the heaviness of
afternoon. She makes a virtue of necessity, giving
place to let the rose command attention in the quiet
of a summer evening, when the wind’s remaining
energy ascends in gentle currents to the canopy; it
loves to tease the drowsy cottonwood and maple
leaves before the groves and gardens sleep.
Then the morning glory—blissfully exhausted and
perhaps, if flowers are at all contemplative, a little
pensive—lets her bright blue dress go limp and drab
and, in her self-imposed seclusion inconspicuous,
collapses gratefully and rests, the better to embrace
tomorrow for all the difference it makes.

at if, in spite of an untimely freeze,
the morning glory opened early to
the sun as she does customarily,
never mind the chill at midnight, heedless of the
wintry sting at five or six o’clock a.m.? Dawn catches
her unfurling eagerly to drink the first fresh pink and
orange beams, the sweetest in their purity. Some will
think her reckless; she knows better, as do we.
Elsewhere in the garden there are blossoms reticent to
show themselves for dread of frostbite, wrapped in all
their fragile petal layers, holding tightly to them for
protection. Nature, I suppose, possesses wisdom and
experience beyond my own; she knows what
she’s about.
The rose, perhaps, must cautiously keep watch, his
vulnerable core intolerant of icy blasts late in the
season. He would ask the April air to mitigate itself in
ways felicitous to roses, thus assuredly to demonstrate
his gorgeous geometrical array in safety come midMay. All well and good, I say, for roses.
I would rather imitate the morning glory, braving
every sort of wind to hear the stories each arrives

Wh
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A MOTHER’S
WATERSHED

Mo

therhood’s the wide, green river curving
through the heart, beginning to beginning,
watering the tilted plain and surging
through my veins, emerging now and then, mysteriously salinized.
It burns the skin; the eyes turn into lakes, emitting rivulets that
carry off the residue of transitory misery or happiness,
neglected joy, and bittersweet remembrance.
At too great a distance from her watershed I am bereft, without a
home or compass. Safe beside her, I am known and cherished,
strong and capable, refreshed, refreshing, blessed, eternal. Just
tonight she has reminded me that it is time to fill the bottles from
her wells. That must be why I am so thirsty. I’d forgotten: There's
no virtue in the kind of sacrifice that weakens me. I, too, am
mother of a hundred streams. Depleted, how can I be generous?
Everything I plant in gardens on her slopes and in her valleys
flourishes, oblivious to drought and flood, in sun or shade. Her
spirit thrives in maple trees and terraces of pungent herbs, in
groves of lilac, vines of wild rose. Hers is a subtle presence,
growing lush just as the summer wanes, in towers of
chrysanthemums, in harvesting of apples, pears, and plums.
Because of her protection, by her foresight, in her love and grace—
thus am I snug all winter long. She has put up enough for
sustenance and liberality, for fellowship and charity. Don’t worry, I
can hear her murmur. God is good, there are provisions in the

cellar, and abundant game runs in the wood.
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There is neither benefit nor leisure for indulging in the shame of
having taken her for granted, nor should I blame myself for
offering a song or fragrance not the same as hers, for of necessity
our courses separated long before (I thought) they ought to have.
Unable to go back, impelled by currents I had no control of, I have
faced implacably great cliffs of stone. Had I not known she waited
on the other side, I might have stayed and gathered to myself the
streams that chance and gravity had given me. I could have settled
like a placid lake in such a Canaan, if it were indeed the Promised
Land and it had been my destiny to populate that fertile valley. But
the bottom would not hold; I must go on or be absorbed, and I
was born to sing and on the strength of just one chorus, honed to
honesty, could slice through bedrock, if need be, to force my way
beyond the granite gates and flow again beside my source.
And I had generations to propel to greatness of their own in time,
not mine to choose, thank God for that; thank Heaven that I finally
knew how many rocks I need not move. The hurdles would make
way for me or not, regardless of how hard I pushed, without
respect to karma or the stories I’d created, saying, Stumbling
blocks, remove yourselves and go impede somebody else. As it
turned out, they were as porous as the sand. I simply drifted
through, emerging purer than before. I left behind (for compost)
death and other sediment. What better could I do but flow in ease
and lightness toward the source, to motherhood herself? Why
should I race to reach a destination foreordained in any case,
when there is peace along the way? 
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BELOW THE BROWN
SHRUB’S TATTERED
HAT

faith in the chaotic change of season, in the certainty of
growth amid decay, in perfect unpredictability, in
resurrection barely visible beneath a ragged cap of weed.
Aloud I wish for sameness and stability, but privately I
own a wanton longing after great surprises, waiting for
the angle of the sun to move and coax them out of
hiding into space and time.

To

Come out, I say. Arise and bloom the best you may,
and I will too. 

morrow won’t be like today; the wind
might bluster, croon, or sigh with
something like contentment underneath
a gibbous moon, or go to where it sleeps and gathers
energy for its adventures in Brazil or Greece or Waikiki
or making mischief out at sea.

This morning, on an outing to a shop I visit now and
then, I saw new sworls of timid green, all in a cluster like a
bunch of grapes near ripening, above the base of some
exotic succulent I’ve seen but haven’t got a name for yet.
The homely stem still wore its autumn hat, in tatters now
but eloquent of its tenacity and utter lack of vanity, for it
was brittle, brown, and not at all the kind of thing one
wants to pluck and bring indoors and set in flowerpot or
vase; but, oh, what promise lay below, however close its
clinging to the crust of earth it pushed up through or to
the stem it sprouted from, expressed from seed
involuntarily but unresisting; or, perhaps, its mother
simply told it to get dressed and show itself to company.
A commonplace-enough phenomenon, its bold
appearance mocks my timorous restraint and gives me
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INSPIRATION GRATITUDE
The odd stray thought, the cockamamie scheme...
an impulse to make songs, or birthday cakes,
or sculptures out of bits of string... could be
the universe’s way of saying, “Pay
attention, kid; you just might change the world.” 

POPLAR GRATITUDE
A crooked tree, a naked branch--a leaf?
How does it stay attached, this russet thing
with specks of green? Tenacity, perhaps?
Impertinence?
A yes to winter’s no?
Or newly grown and confident of spring.... 

CAFFEINE GRATITUDE
My morning coffee—yesterday’s, I must
confess, reheated in the microwave —
is less a beverage than a simple, cheap
indulgence, plus a timely tweet from God:
A brief reminder: Bitter can be sweet. 
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TEXTURES OF
A SUMMER
DAY

Just having got here to the quilt beside my
favorite tree (a willow able to do
ancient magic… seen it… can’t repeat
it), I have company already—
Mister Moth all pink and
brown—and as he lifts off
from a strand of fern, up rises
in a burst the cleaving scent
of earth and pine and grass
and honeysuckle heavy
on the vine.
The afternoon is fine, the
sun inviting... I could close
my eyes and happily succumb,
except above a hundred insects’
soporific buzzing (that of bees,
mosquitos, wasps… not butterflies—
they haven’t any buzzing apparati,
have they?) is a rough-and-tumble, an
improvisational, a happy grab-and-scratching of a
dozen squirrels in a frantic scrumble, branch to branch,
and suddenly they’re statues munching fat, firm
nutmeats, littering with flakes of meat and shards of
shell the cluttered yard I’ll gladly rake tomorrow.
Robins, why the odd disinclination to fall in with us?
For what this unaccustomed reticence? You’re seldom
shy; I wonder what has set you all to quivering. Aha!
Your intuition, vindicated by the slamming of the
Tompkins’s screen door and subsequent stampede of

Summer comes in sweet
abundance—colors, scents,
and flavors by the hundreds
mingle and the sounds of
summer days and warm Muriel Dawson
nights sing to rhythms
slower and more leisurely:
Forsythia and Sunlight,
Thunderstorm and Clover;
Longest Day and Morning
Star; Black-Eyed Susan, Bluebell,
Phlox, and Yellow Corn;
Buttercup and Sunflower, Early Fall
and Primrose; Ball of Fire, Eastern Sky—
how glorious the season’s great variety; I
taste each succulent and lovely bit of it.

l the riches of the world are here, I say
complacently to no one as I sink down
onto Mama’s crazy quilt with my left arm
resting on the late lamented’s first embroidered pillow
and my right hand raised to shade my eyes from
sunlight funneled through a cylinder of leaves.
Experimentally I sip at Davy Miller’s mother’s minty
lemon tea—or mine from Missus Miller’s recipe,
more properly.

Al
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seven Tompkins children to the station
wagon. Slam! and slam! again. An
engine whines, turns, catches...
silence reigns,.. but mine’s a
sovereignty wherein the only
army is the enemy’s… mine’s a
monarchy entirely
dependent on another’s
whims… susceptible to every
manner of restriction… can
be ended any hour of any
day… disconnected, severed,
taken off untimely, no
appeal permitted, à la Lady
Jane Grey.
Muriel Dawson
i. The spirit of Wm. Blake
A book of poetry sits open on my
lap, the pages ruffled randomly, this way,
then that. I fancy there’s a spirit here, absorbed in
Blake perhaps; or else it’s Blake himself…. Indeed it is,
accompanied, alas, by his immortal hand or eye. Not
both? I wonder why....
ii. Nothing weighs on me
I hear my younger children at the neighbor’s,
splashing in a plastic pool and laughing with the
spontaneity that grace bestows with lavish generosity
on little ones… and down the street, somebody
mows a tidy lawn that’s lined with rows on rows of
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peonies, exuberant and lush, ridiculously
pink or deep merlot.
Something sighs contentedly;
perhaps it’s I, or else a pixie living
with her tribe beneath the
shrubbery. Nothing weighs
on me. I feel so light that I’m
surprised to find myself still
sitting on my tuffet-grass
instead of simply rising,
chasing birds, and playing
tag with bees. But I am flesh
and glad of it, delighted to be
wrapped in humid air; it moves
sufficiently to cool my skin and
curl my hair. Some say it with
disparagement—humidity! They spit!
the word, but they’re not sitting here,
precisely where the warm, damp air has loosed
and caused to rise a dozen layered fragrances from
earth and crazy quilt and pillow made of Mama’s first
embroidery. The scents are clean and light and
curious, successive washings having not displaced the
smell of Mama’s sewing-cupboard where a child for
reasons of her own uncapped a little bottle, new that
day now several decades past, of pure vanilla
flavoring and poured it in the drawer where lay a
couple dozen squares of quilt-to-be, cut with
meticulous precision fifty years ago at least from

Mama’s father’s cotton boxer shorts in every
discuss her in the public way she would have
color, every pattern—paisley, plaids, and
relished, when they did, she was attributed
squares, a motley polka-dotted pair,
with all the quirks of dress, appearance,
and two in faded green or blue, it
conversation, manner, millinery
can’t be said for certain.
(hats), and more she could have
wished for; but we didn’t count
iii. The scarlet leddy
on Jessamyn’s imagination,
Ah! My favorite layer-scent, the
which was quick to note no
one I think of, who knows
mention of her name among
why, as scarlet. Just a hint
the oddness she so greatly
remains of cherry pipe
treasured, but, it seems, her
tobacco… just enough to call
vanity was loth to sacrifice her
up Mama’s Auntie Jessamyn,
given name. Not much was left
the feminist but only insofar as
except the surname, ordinary
an affection for Virginia Woolf
but respectable and ancient.
would carry her. She didn’t give
Too respectable? Not old
a stick for politics and when she
enough? Perhaps we’ll never
could have voted, didn’t, and she
understand her wish to be
rode a unicycle ‘round the state of
distinguished, not for merit, beauty,
Muriel Dawson
Iowa with genuine affection for the
or a pretty way with horses on the track;
corn and sorghum and the land, but let
not even for a curiosity worth laughing at.
us not forget her frank enjoyment of the
No, in an utter waste of PR frenzy others
spectacle she caused when, hot and sweaty, she
would have paid for… to the envy of the Red Cross
removed her dress, revealing several layers of apparel
and the Nature Fund (had it existed)… the strange
left. I never heard that she made use of them
woman on the uni (and we like that vehicle; we do!)
for ballast.
was given photo ops, the kind accorded to the British
royal family, for legally amending her last name from
Jessamyn was really not a feminist the way we think of
Anderson to Fuschiabottom.
feminism now… no more than Mrs. Taft, no less than
Mrs. Roosevelt, but Jessamyn reserved the right to be
peculiar. Since to succeed is but to try, she got her
wish. Though hardly anybody found occasion to 31

painted on in placid, pastoral, and very
green artistic renderings…
…Here, it seems, we’ve lost our
bearings in the beeches, elms,
and other thickets of our
syntax… which, let me take
this opportunity to add, is
If, my friends, it happens in
much the same as might
the course of things to
the fate of leddies be
come… a dream, a nearwho take to lanes and
death trance or meditation—
pathways, even to the
some awareness not quite
wider roads, on hot
thrusters-on one-hundred
days… sunny, yes, but
per, you get my drift? If you,
humid… running little
Muriel Dawson
thus challenged in awareness, hap
chance, therefore, but more
should see a proper leddy on a
than none of happening upon
padded seat upon a unicycle (let us
the strange, strange leddy on the
speak no more of this)—the leddy slightly
unicycle, damp of brow and bosom but
damp about the face and underneath her [sotto
untiring, even so, in her inspection of the Iowa
voce] breasts… her ties and stays and stockings just a countryside, anticipating the appearance thereupon
hair displaced, which, let me say, is why a leddy of Mr. Newkirk, or his brother, John; their
worthy of the nomenclature keeps herself indoors gentlemanly father, Anthony; dare I even say ALL
on warm, still afternoons, when in the elements the THREE? Or else three like, though strangers? It has
atmosphere degenerates, the air’s consistency been suggested that the maiden aunt in question seeks
becoming that of sticky paste, more thick and pliable out men of such a reputation as would make them
than sour milk, inducing in the weaker sex a manner candidates for her religious teaching. Mr. Rex
of hallucination whereby you believe you’re actually McDuffy, true, has once or twicet come upon Miss
endeavoring to biped in a sea of liquid, but for fields Jessamyn mid-sermon, so to speak. Now tell us, Rex,
of corn, and cows and sheep so still they might be what didja see?”
A sad day for the family. If you see her, I’d
not mention it. Oh, that’s right, of
course she’s dead. But when she
wasn’t, Uncle Everett requested
protocol as follows in the
matter of the singularity
she was:
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Well, maybe I ain’t got a big vocabulary, no

enthusiasm, for it interrupts their torpor
and does violence to fantasies of
somewhere, summer afternoons
exempt from time—the starting
and the stopping of it but by
your command, and you are
whimsical: Time on. Beat.
Beat. Time off. TIME ON!
and time’s forgotten till what
otherwise would be the
iv. I plan a scout-about
third day hence, all very well
Farther down, beneath the
for us but not so much for
crazy quilt, the ground is
car mechanics, airline
warm, a different kind of
passengers, and doctors doing
Muriel Dawson
comfort, somehow speaking of
heart transplants and tricky brain
a womb of seed and tiny creature
procedures, plastic surgery,
curled in sleep,
and such.
awaiting dusk.
The children’s voices have gone up a
My eyes are closed, but this cannot prevent my
major third—so much for fantasies of forces
seeing busy winged-and-feathered things about their greater than a child’s fatigue; fond anticipation of the
housekeeping, their baking, and their making dinner hour has alertness factors of its own, among
something with a fragrance not available in human them contemplation of ingredients for summer
kitchens—something for the fête, I daresay. Well, I’ll suppers—cheddar cheese and melon salad, I decide,
have a little scout-about when all the children are in and lemon pie, and then the bedtime stories that
bed.
transport us to exotic climes. The time has come
indeed, but I have evening yet to savor—and a night
v. Textures of the day
of stars and moonlight later, while the
As shadows must, they lengthen and the laughter children dream. 
shrills. The time has come that no one welcomes with
indeed.
But if them was a sermon, then I
gotta say I also seen
Miss Dimity the day before,
a’preachin’ to three other
gents
And no one spoke ‘cep’
Dimity, to each man, sayin’:
“Fitty cents.”
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VEGETABLE
GARDEN

Pr

ayer’s like planting vegetable seeds.
You poke them in the ground in spring
and pull the weeds that would surround
and choke them as they germinate. In
short, you have to nourish them with
food and water; then you wait, but not
so long, it only seems that way. Be patient;
soon the strongest grow and
flower. Then a nubbin of zucchini, pepper,
bean, or pumpkin peeks out from the
foliage, and you feel like it’s your
birthday. Woe to any cheeky rabbit
who perceives a meal in store and
tries to steal your marvelous romaine
before it’s ready to be harvested.
Some will fail, some won’t come up at
all, but they enrich the soil to nurture
seeds you plant another season.
If the seeds don’t grow the way you think
they should, is that a reason to
believe that planting seeds won’t do you
any good? 
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honest heart and wondered at your innocence, your clarity
of purpose, and your strength.

HOW IT IS TO FLY

The best of us do not suffice unto ourselves. As an antidote
to arrogance, the day arrives when all our skills are futile
swipes against an obstacle of such inscrutability it can’t be
grasped. We have to enter tunnels that look nothing, not
at all, as we expect the passageways to paradise to look, and
there it doesn’t matter if your eyes are open wide or if you
sit or crawl or try to run away and hide; eventually you say,
“Thy will be done” and really mean it. If that weren’t the
case, then there would be no need for hope, no opening
for grace, and everyone would turn around and go
back down.

Yo

u can either stay on level ground and take
familiar avenues that hardly challenge your
ability to navigate or breathe, and then you
end up pretty much back where you started, having never seen
the place where water bubbles up from rock and dives, a
cataract, into a canyon; or you can find a mountain that you
want to climb, remembering to wear a hat and take a snakebite
kit and drinking water and to tell your friends and family that
you are going up the mountain, you’ll be home for dinner.
However... You might not remember to remind yourself that
everyone who climbs a mountain worthy of her finds, if she
goes to the summit, somewhere on the way, the end of her
ability and only God can show her how to use her wings.
There are no exceptions.

You will never satisfy yourself with dappled lanes that take
you nowhere in particular. You will always find a mountain
with your name on it. Once you start to climb, the peak
may disappear from view, and there are always corners you
can’t see around, and that’s why almost everyone just stays at
home and wonders what it’s like where rivers leap from
stones, and stars seem near enough to pluck out of the sky;
and you will be the one to tell them how it is to fly. 

Even if she has a guide, a wireless telephone, a topo map, a
Saint Bernard, companions who have scaled the heights before
and know the way—there will be unseasonable weather,
possibly a blizzard, hungry bears, or boulders sliding down the
slope. Always something unexpected, something daunting
comes along, and if it didn’t, you might wish it had,
in retrospect.

For Marian

How beautifully you move across the landscape. I have loved
to watch the joy you find not only in progressing toward
your destination but in tiny miracles and common blessings
that entrance you—nestlings, waterfalls, and poplars turning
gold in autumn; I have looked into your dancing eyes and
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LIFE’S ABOUT THAT

I

want a snuggle doll for grownups—
someone I can cuddle with
who doesn’t scold or judge or glare
not much or very scarily
to stay with me when I’m afraid;
for company when I can’t sleep;
when I am sick, to stick with me,
and if I’m bored, to stick some more.
I want a dolly I’ll call Polly,
full of personality,
a little bit of mischief,
and a lot of whimsicality.

Obligations wear us down;
commitments make us fret and
worry; and no matter where we are,
we’re always in a hurry, lest we
make it — to the party, movie,
coffee, tea, or barbecue,
reunion, meeting, dinner date,
confession, mass, or sit-in — LATE!

BUT...
if she disobeys her mother’s laws,
I will,
I will,
I WILL tell Santa Claus.
Sometimes when we’ve caught la grippe,
the reason is we seem to have
forgotten how to be a kid.
A study showed that children laugh
five hundred times a day or more,
adults, a measly twenty-four.
A laugh produces healthy cells.
I’ll bet you thought it was the elves.

That’s why I think a dolly who’s
less interested in discipline
than wrapped in happiness and bliss
is she with whom I’d rather be,
especially when I am teary,
sick or crabby, cranky, weary,
any time at all, in fact.
Bliss — Life’s about that. 
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HE WILL BE LIKE YOU

He

watches every move you make—
how else to learn but imitate
the way you speak and stride
through life and fix your vision high, so as to find
your polestar in the night sky, little noticing the
dust beneath your feet? Thus will he learn serenity
and make his way above the petty and the mean.
Then from you he will learn to fly; you taught him
substance, more than sense perceives, and trust
that all is as it needs to be in the reality of here and
now. By definition, darkness is the fittest place to
shine. So you pursue your course on higher ground,
and not for him alone but for your own return to
paradise. If guilt awakens you and shame chastises,
on the other side of pain there waits a blessing not
to be refused. Confess the error, study well the
lesson, make amends, move on, and leave regret
behind. The prophet said: You are beyond

forgiven. In the morning comes the splendid grace
that lifts you up and takes away the blemish.
That is, after all, the Gospel, and it promises:
All things are possible; all souls have wings. 
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I’D CHOOSE
YOU AGAIN
ey say that children
choose their mothers
from on high,
before they’re born.
If it’s true, and there were others
just as caring, just as warm,
pure as honey, sweet as clover,
soft as spring they might have been...
but if I had it to do over,
gladly, I’d choose you again. 

Th
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left behind in Council Bluffs, recuperating
from... hmm... well... the hiccups; such
a mystifying case, so strange.

SWADDLED IN
SATURDAY

The wind changed. Balmy just a
tick ago, the day turned oddly
dark, and cold, quick puffs of
what remained of winter
merged into a gale. I loosed
my braided hair and let the
wind do what it must. I knew
(the wind did not), no matter
how it tugged and turned, no
ordinary gust could separate
my hair and skin—a small but
gratifying evidence of strength, to
tease the elements that way and win.
And with such cosmic victories did Fridays
end and Saturdays begin.

Fr

iday afternoon in
early spring was
everything but
Saturday, and finer in its
way— a long , war m
w a l l o w in g in fr e s h
anticipation with activity
suspended, all except the
effortless, habitual mobility of
Jessie Willcox Smith
youth. I lived in energetic
fantasies adapted from tradition,
witches, faeries, elves, and television—
much like those of every other girl who
has the slightest inclination toward adventure in
her DNA. How pliable the world and I were then,
how agile my imagination, deftly crafting Saturday
scenarios and shaping ghastly situations on the least
substantial Friday whim.
In my fringed suede jacket—my long, brown hair in
braids that swished across my back—I could be Jo
March from Little Women, Annie Oakley, even
Nancy Drew, by simply wishing to. A lengthening
of stride on pleasant residential sidewalks, in an instant
turned to hard-packed trails across Nebraska
Territory, had me guiding covered wagons westward,
though unhappily my little pony, Daisy, had been
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There was a windswept wooded place, if only ten feet
wide or so, that circumscribed the park. Good
climbing trees were there, and shrubs to hide in while
you waited for Doc Holliday and Wyatt Earp to ride
in from their day of keeping lawlessness at bay. I must
be pert and canny and adjust my brim so it just barely
skims my eyes. Oh, hush, girl, here they come. I bet
I'm blushing like a ripe tomato. Dang, but it ain't even
them. Behold, It’s Robin and his Men, and I, Maid
Marian, again defy the wind and pin my tousled hair
into a prim, aristocratic bun, with tendrils tumbling
‘round my face. Too soon, the wind abated and the
sun peeked out.

scent of sod just laid and lilies of the valley
emanating fragrance too audacious for
their dainty faces and discreet, halfhidden habitat.

I leaned against the Gallaghers’ red maple
tree and watched the play of shade
and shimmer in the variegated
canopy and felt the muffled thrum
that was the rhythm of a Saturday
in spring, the quieting of
afternoon in placid
neighborhoods. I heard my
mother mixing commerce with
a bit of gossip as the Alamito
Dairy man delivered butter,
half-and-half, and cottage
cheese. He muttered something
he had gleaned from Mrs. Hahn
about the Beasleys’ sheltie’s
puppies being weaned, as I recall. I
listened to the uninflected tune of
bees around a clump of lilacs, heard a
small child's bleating and her mama
crooning consolation, and a screen door
with a wicked spring obedient to physics snapping like
a shot, too raucous for the soporific interlude.

Well contented was I then to call
an end to my adventures for a
time in favor of fresh lemonade
and oyster crackers, slightly stale,
and one book, maybe three,
to carry to the back yard and
Jessie Willcox Smith
my secret nook between the
privet and the elm, whose trunk,
because of rain and time and
children's choreography, had
worn away until it formed a
shallow cave, one made expressly
for my shoulder blades… which
demonstrates how very many ways
there are to make a century of memories
in two hours (you must borrow, though,
from eighteen-sixty-eight and nineteen-ten). And
then politely tell God Thank you for the loan, for all
the minutes you have left to use (alone and with a
friend) and for the many ways to savor them... and
positively, absolutely don't forget how soon it will be
Saturday once more, so Thanks again. Amen. 

It seemed the perfect time to slip away... lie back and
be attended to, and temporarily surrender to the
earth. It's ample for the job... and then I'll let myself
be swaddled by the sun, just floating in the homely
sounds and earthy smells within my little glade—the
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I AM THE
ARCHETYPAL
MOTHER
ere is a frightened little girl in
me who fights the good
fight every minute
every day and cries herself to sleep
and I don’t comfort her enough,
but now I’m longing to enfold her;
so we sit and rock, the two of us,
and, oh, what simple strength
there is in that, and bliss.
And as I wrap my arms
around the child, it seems
as if the whole big wild chaotic
universe is sitting on my lap
surrounded by and drenched in
love. I am the archetypal mother,
crooning, soothing, weeping for
my children’s pain. But the Creator
takes my tears, as all are gathered
for a baptism of rain, sweet, tender,
healing rain that makes the iris
and the poppy and the peach tree
bloom in spring. So when we cry,
the child and I, our grief is not
in vain. Our sighing is a gentle wind,
and when we laugh the leaves dance
on the trees again. 

Th
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THE DAY OF
NOT EATING
FALAFEL

I

miss you more than I did
Friday—twice as much as
Saturday. The sky looks flat;
it’s not quite blue;
the sun is merely yellow-ish;
the white clouds skip along too fast
this busy, bright, coquettish, restless
afternoon that wouldn’t let me
reel it in freewheeling past
the garden gate on roller skates.
I needed time to take its measure.
Well. I can inspect it when it’s
yesterday, but then today is
in my lap, till it too races
off and joins its sisters in the
hinterlands. My darling Addy’s
party dress is wiser far than
I. It tells me: Love your life—
and I’m reminded, if I don’t like
macaroons, don’t buy them. Well.
I miss you mightily, and since my
wings are resting, we shall have to
use my teleporting nexus, which can
drop you at my door in seconds,
whereupon I’ll take you shopping,
followed by a supper for the
gods... an unpretentious little

place that specializes in falafel—
not a favorite of mine—I’ve
yet to meet a chickpea that could
look me in the eye. But you have
such a fondness for it; I just like to
say it—that, bambino, Addis
Ababa.... Among life’s most
surprising, small, exquisite treats is
rolling words around one’s teeth like
lemon drops and savoring the
mix of flavors, sweet and sour,
a hint of salt, and not too much of
each. Well. I have designated
the ensuing twenty-four-andone-half hours (in case I’m running
late) YOUR DAY, commencing when
you rematerialize at eight past
six precisely. Summoning my
chariot and pilot, steering
leisurely along the scenic
route, arriving at the diner
just in time to snag a window
booth. You order your falafel;
I say Coffee, please, and hold the
chickpeas. Well. We talk a bit of
politics before we give it
up for more extraordinary
topics, such as cotton sheets and
whether angels pray for blades of
grass in clumps or singly. You say
Individually, and I agree.
We laugh like babies in a
bubble bath at everything—
Check out the natty gentlemen,
mustachioed and sporting beanies
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(Yes! The sort with whirlies),
representing, we believe, the
International Convention
for the Preservation of
Anachronistic Facial Hair and
Playful Headwear L-T-D. Well.
Vastly entertained, we spend a
most relaxing evening, being
utterly at ease, without a
reason to do otherwise than
as we fancy, inasmuch as
we’ve eternity to talk,
falafel’s economical, and
best of all, imagining is
free. P.S. Did I forget to
say I miss you? Well. I do.
Exceedingly. Love,
Me 

THE SUMMER OF
GOING BAREFOOT

a pair and slip them on. The load became so big I couldn’t see
where it began or ended. Winters chilled my bones without
relief, and summer heat bore down, and I was sure it was the
earth itself that I was carrying. My soles were almost bare by
now, and I had lost myself.

en I was very small, and I was very small
indeed, and light on tiny feet, I found some
great, thick, heavy leather boots, with soles
like Frisbees, and I put them on. I often had to carry heavy
things, you see, or so they seemed to me. I didn’t like to feel
that I was sinking down into the ground, or into wet sand at
the waterside, or sliding on the ice or falling through
the snow.

Wh

One summer day a little bright-eyed bird was perched upon
the sand, and she, and she alone, seemed sympathetic, so
together we trudged on a bit, until I almost tripped upon a
man; he sat so still, and so serene, it seemed that he might give
me some advice, so tired was I and so dispirited. He smiled and
stretched his hands to me; I thought that he would take the
weight, but he just tipped it till it fell and rolled into the bay
and out to sea and disappeared. Now give your boots to
me, he said, but they’d become a part of me, extensions of
my feet—so I believed. Just try, he said, and I untied them
easily and peeled them off. Now fly, he said. My little bird
and I ran barefoot down the beach, and laughed to feel the
sand and see the sun again. We turned and waved to him,
and then we flew away. 

A summer breeze would blow and tousle leaves on maple
trees, then make its way to me, not stopping to say By your
leave but arcing almost imperceptibly to lift and sweep away
the heavy things. Then I’d sit down, right where I was, unlace
the heavy boots, take off my socks, and chase the wind. The
load was my responsibility, you see, or so it seemed to me.
But who can catch the wind? Not I. There was no cause for
worry, I soon realized, and I stopped hurrying and felt how
free I was and loved the feeling of the sand, like gentle hands
massaging me. I lay down in a grassy place and felt the
ground resist and then embrace me, or, perhaps, the other
way around. I could have stayed for hours and watched as
clouds like giant puffballs skidded through the sky and
seabirds rose and looked below for prey, then dove into the
ocean. Slowly, steadily, the gentle sun caressed me on its
progress to the far side of the earth. I might have slept awhile,
for all too soon the sun was low, the grass was cold.
The years flew by. I hadn’t worn my boots or even thought
about them till the day I felt the weight again. It only ached a
bit at first, but It grew heavy with alarming speed. I needed
boots without delay, so I gave everything I had away to buy
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